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Introduction

The U.S. is once again embarking on a national debate over health care reform, one that will engage both the states and Congress and will likely influence the outcome of the 2008 presidential campaign.

The debate will include both facts and faith—especially faith on the part of some people that somewhere, somehow, someone has figured out how to create a government-run health care system that actually works. It is an act of faith because a well-functioning government-run health care system has never actually existed. Regardless of the country—Great Britain, France, Italy, Sweden or Canada—they all face limited funding, rationed care, and restricted choices. All of them.

But that fact has done little to diminish the hope that it can be done successfully, if only the U.S. will try.

Given the prevalence of the faith in government-run health care, the Institute for Policy Innovation, the Galen Institute, and the International Policy Network asked a number of economists and health policy experts from Europe and Canada to write brief chapters on issues facing their countries’ health systems. The papers are offered in this publication and also were presented during briefings in Washington, D.C., in the fall of 2006.

What these experts expose are governments often obsessed with micromanaging the health care system: imposing price controls, limiting access to prescription drugs, hindering research and innovation, and cutting government health care budgets. And the result is millions of patients facing long waiting lines, going untreated, or treated with old and outdated technologies—all because of the heavy hand of government in micromanaging health care.

Not everything about these countries’ health care systems is bad, of course. Some elements work well. They do try to achieve universal coverage, and, of course, they spend less money than we do in the U.S. But they also get less. Access to the newest technologies and latest therapies, especially drug therapies, is limited. Doctors may be very well trained, but health facilities can look like those of a less-developed country. And express government approval is often required if a patient needs therapy that is outside the norm.

Moreover, fiscal pressures are building. Shifting from a market-based health care system to a government-run system may seem harmless for a while because the new system lives off the old capital infusions. But as government constrains spending, capital infusions decline and the infrastructure begins to deteriorate. And what should be a private investment decision based on the likely needs of patients—Does a hospital need a new CT scanner or PT scanner?—becomes a political decision because someone has to allocate limited government funds, which means someone wins and someone loses.

As these authors demonstrate, health care in Europe is in transition. Governments are struggling to find ways to meet the growing demands of an aging population. Consumerism is building as patients want more say over their health care choices. And public systems are under serious financial strain, resulting in alternative private systems emerging in many countries. And while these changes are proving a challenge to the Europeans, they can provide some valuable lessons for the U.S.
That’s because the U.S. health care system is also in transition, from a doctor-directed system to a patient-directed system. Insurers, employers and providers are all looking for ways to engage the patient as a consumer and provide incentives for them to be value-conscious shoppers in the health care marketplace. Some of the European models are moving, ever so slowly, in that direction as well.

Are there lessons we in the U.S. can learn from the health care systems of Europe and Canada? You can be the judge. These essays can help shed light on whether these countries should be a model for U.S. reform.
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The Central Dilemma of Health Care Reform

By Helen Disney

Delivering health care services in the modern world is becoming increasingly difficult, even as high-quality health care becomes ever more desired.

Governments all over the world—regardless of the type of system they preside over—are having to find new ways of delivering cheaper, faster, more sophisticated treatments and services to a wider range of patients and consumers.

At the core of the politics is a key dilemma—do centralized, government-controlled systems deliver better outcomes than the private sector?

Europe vs. the U.S. In Europe, this dilemma is often (wrongly) posed as follows: a private system means an American system. The American system is viewed by Europeans as being immoral and neglectful because millions of poor people don’t have health insurance. Thus, Europe does not want an “American” (i.e., free market) system, and any effort to decentralize a European system stalls due to the negative political implications of being seen to be like the United States.

In America, on the contrary, certain critics of the U.S. system—which indeed has its faults, as do all health care systems—tend to go misty-eyed when thinking about the merits of European health care systems. Despite the previous failure of Democratic attempts to create a “universal health care system” (sometimes dubbed “Hillarycare,” after President Bill Clinton’s concerted effort to pass sweeping health care reform legislation) in 1993, they argue that government-funded and/or government-managed systems are fairer, cheaper, and more efficient than the U.S. system. Look at what these systems achieve, they say, they spend less of their of GDP on health care and avoid all the hassle of insurance policies, HMOs, employer-based coverage, the uninsured, and so on.

Is the European health care system vision superior to the U.S.? Or is the U.S. model better? And what lessons can the U.S. learn from centralized systems?

The European Trend. On the whole, the broad growing trend across Europe is a move away from centralized, government-controlled health care. Examples abound of countries trying to decentralize, outsource or de-politicize health care. Sweden, Slovakia and the UK in particular have been working hard to reform their systems, introducing more competition and choice and moving away from the model of the state doing everything.

Most recently in the UK, the Conservative opposition has even proposed a National Health Service (NHS) Independence Bill to take the day-to-day running of the NHS out of the hands of politicians, just as the Labour government of 1997 gave independence to the Bank of England.

The policy reveals a stark truth about centralized health systems: They suffer from a state of permanent revolution as reforms are introduced and then repealed according to the direction of the political wind. In the case of the current Labour government in the UK, they “re-centralized” the NHS and overturned many of the Conservatives’ internal market reforms on principle, only to reintroduce them under a different name a few years later, when Labour realized how useful they actually were.
Variations in the Systems. First, a few definitions, since it is impossible to speak of Europe en masse when it comes to health care. European systems differ widely but can be broadly categorized as follows:

Tax-funded government monopolies (“Beveridgean” systems): Most health care is publicly funded and often publicly provided by government agencies or publicly funded employees, although in recent years most Beveridgean systems have begun a partial privatization of the supply of health care.

The Beveridgean systems subdivide roughly between Northern European countries such as the UK and the Scandinavian countries, where systems are mainly centralized, and the Southern European countries such as Spain and Italy, where there is a greater regional focus and more devolved decision-making.

Social insurance (“Bismarckian”) systems: A mixture of public and private funding and “mixed provision” operates in countries such as Germany and the Netherlands. A compulsory level of basic insurance is topped up with a range of other insurance products. Employers and employees pay income-related premiums. The unemployed are covered by the state.

So, Europe is not a uniform system, just as the U.S. is not really a “free market” in health care, given the large degree of government provision through Medicare and Medicaid.

Evaluating a Health Care System. Let us also say at the outset that there is no perfect model of a perfect health care system. And let us also say that being scientific about health care outcomes is not simple either. How are we to measure what constitutes a successful health system? Should we use life expectancy or access to new treatments as a measure? Or should we be more subjective and ask consumers what they think? Are waiting times a good measure, or should we look at how efficiently the health system spends its budget?

If we take each of these measures in turn, we should at least be able to get a picture of how systems measure up in comparative analysis.

According to the Central Intelligence Agency’s World Factbook, life expectancy at birth in the U.S. is 77.85, a little lower than the European Union (EU) average of 78.3. Perhaps not a huge difference but, taken individually, some EU countries such as Sweden perform much better, with a life expectancy at birth of 80.51, the seventh highest in the world. In the U.S., some states such a Minnesota also perform better than the national average.

Of course, life expectancy is affected by many other factors such as genetics, diet and levels of exercise, and so may not be an ideal indicator of health system performance.

So, what about other indicators? In Europe, the Health Consumer Powerhouse (HCP) now ranks health systems according to a series of indicators of their consumer-friendliness. In the most recent analysis, the countries in the EU that come out best are those like France, Germany and Sweden which have a higher degree of competition and choice and a more mixed economy of provision.

Countries such as the UK, which ranked 15th, or the former communist states such as Czech Republic (22nd) and Latvia (24th), which come close to the bottom of the rankings, are those which remain highly centralized both in terms of organization and financing, with a largely taxpayer-funded system still in place.
Such centralized systems tend to have certain features in common, which mainly reflect the lack of consumer power to effect change. In other words, patients become resigned to poor care provided by the central system because they cannot do much to change it—unless they are wealthy enough to opt-out and pay out of their own pockets for better or faster treatment.

Broadly speaking, the HCP analysis shows that waiting times are longer under centralized systems, access to new medicines is rationed more strictly, usually due to the lower levels of funding, and patients tend to be more frustrated with the service they are offered.

Public Satisfaction. Looking at public attitudes to health care systems across Europe, as the Stockholm Network has done in two consecutive studies, “Impatient for Change” and “Poles Apart?”, this frustration emerges in a variety of ways, with users questioning their lack of access, choice, and quality at the national level.3

Waiting for treatment is now a key political concern in Europe, with 83 percent of Europeans regarding waiting times as important to good quality health care, but only 26 percent rating their respective health services as good in this regard.

In all of the countries polled, with the exception of Spain at 46 percent, well over half of the respondents identified reform as an urgent priority.

The New Competition. Significantly, the debate is now going beyond the context of the nation-state. The gradual opening up of borders within the European Union is promising to turn what were once stand-alone country systems into an integrated health service market. This trend is still at an early stage, and the numbers of people travelling abroad for treatment are hard to pin down. But they appear to be growing from the hundreds to the thousands. Such a development will gradually reveal weaknesses among the national systems, as health consumers begin travelling abroad to get the treatment their home country denies them or can only offer them to an inferior standard.

The Stockholm Network’s two studies bear this out, with younger generations displaying a markedly higher willingness to travel abroad for treatment, as long as treatment is paid for by their health system. Some 64 percent of all those polled would travel to another country for treatment if their own health system paid, rising to as many as three quarters among young people.

We also asked respondents to rank their system with a simple mark out of ten. As in the HCP analysis, France (at 6.9) emerged as the most popular of all the European systems measured. But even the French should not be complacent. No country scored especially high on this measure, with the European average coming in at six out of 10. The message for politicians here seems to be that while reform may initially sound unpalatable to voters, it is the only game in town.

Conclusion. European health care systems are living on borrowed time. An aging population, the rising costs of medical technology and more demanding customers have produced chronic under-funding, which will only worsen as time goes on. Unless European health systems are reformed rapidly and decisively, the consequences will be dire: longer waiting lists, much stricter rationing decisions, discontented medical staff fleeing the profession, a decline in pharmaceutical innovation and, worst of all, more ill-health for Europe’s patients.
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“...waiting times are longer under centralized systems, access to new medicines is rationed more strictly, usually due to the lower levels of funding, and patients tend to be more frustrated with the service they are offered.”

“European health care systems are living on borrowed time.”
Across the board Europe’s politicians are struggling with a common set of problems. U.S. policymakers would do well to study not just the current failings of European health systems, but those countries’ long-term prospects before policymakers decide to use Europe as a model for reform.

End Notes

1. Under a “mixed provision,” some health care providers are state-owned, some are run by private companies and some by voluntary bodies. Also, the funding may be a mix of a state-funded basic package, plus private co-payments.

Helen Disney is the director of the Stockholm Network.
Germany: How Not to Organize a Health Care System

By Wilfried Prewo

When we enter a department store or supermarket, the customer is king. We pick and choose according to our needs, tastes and budget. This is how free markets work: the customer makes his choice and pays accordingly.

Now suppose that instead of the traditional supermarket layout with the cashier at the exit, customers buy a ticket at the entrance and the ticket price is based on what they earn. Ticket in hand, they are free to roam the aisles and choose and carry away whatever they wish; nobody controls them. This new concept could be advertised as: “Buy a ticket to loot!”

This supermarket design is similar to the German public health care system that covers about 90 percent of Germans.

Pricing in the Public System. Germans in the public system do not pay an actuarially calculated health insurance premium, but a payroll tax, currently 14.2 percent of their salaries up to a taxable limit on earnings of €42,750 per year (US$54,164). This process caps the monthly payroll tax at €506 ($641), with the average being €241 ($305).

Slightly more than half of the payroll tax (7.5 percent) is paid by the employee, withheld from the paycheck. The remainder (6.6 percent) is paid by the employer, raising the indirect cost of labor. Non-working spouses and children are covered free, whereas both husband and wife pay if both are working.

People in the public plan sign up for one of about 250 Krankenkassen (sickness funds). By federal mandate, each sickness fund sets the payroll tax for its membership; but since all sickness funds must offer the same basic benefits package, competition among them is limited to minor deviations of the payroll tax around the national average of 14.2 percent. Payroll tax increases occur frequently, having risen from 8.2 percent in 1970 to 12.5 percent in 1991 (united Germany) and then to 14.2 percent in 2006 (see Table 1).

Access to Care. The quality of care in the German system is good. Patients are free to choose their doctors, and waiting lists for surgeries are short. The system is not nearly as restrictive as, for example, the British National Health Service, where people can be denied services depending on their age, and long waits are common.

In Germany, an 85-year-old will not be denied a new hip. Of course, this is reflected in health expenditures. In Europe, only the Swiss spend more on health care, both per capita and as a ratio of GDP (UK: $2,546 per capita, 8.3 percent of GDP; Germany: $3,005, 10.9 percent; Switzerland: $4,077, 11.6 percent; all figures for 2003/2004).

All in all, Germans are satisfied with their health system, and other countries have even looked to the German system as a model.

The Role of Germany’s Private System. The main reason why the standard of care in Germany is considered satisfactory is not because of the intrinsic quality of the public system, “The main reason why the standard of care in Germany is considered satisfactory is not because of the intrinsic quality of the public system... Rather...the competition with private insurance.”
TABLE 1: KEY DATA FOR PUBLIC HEALTH SYSTEM IN WEST GERMANY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Payroll tax in per cent**</th>
<th>Annual contribution limit (Euro)</th>
<th>Maximum annual payroll tax amount (Euro)</th>
<th>Public health expenditures (bn. Euro)</th>
<th>Administrative costs (bn. Euro)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7,363</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>19,327</td>
<td>2,203</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>28,990</td>
<td>3,711</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>39,574</td>
<td>5,342</td>
<td>105.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>42,300</td>
<td>6,007</td>
<td>111.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>42,750</td>
<td>6,071</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* West Germany only because of transition regulations for East Germany after 1990.
** Since 2005 including supplementary payroll tax of 0.9%.
Source: BMGS, BMG

with its 90 percent market share. Rather, the driver for high quality is the competition with private insurance.

Germans making more than €47,250 (US$59,866) can opt out of the public system and obtain private insurance. The self-employed and civil servants (police and teachers, for example) can also opt out of the public system regardless of their salary level. All in all, about 20 percent of Germans can opt out of the public system, and half of them do. The other half typically are people whose income level did not exceed the opt-out level until they were older, or people with co-insured dependents; the private premium would then no longer be attractive. However, for younger people and those without dependents, or for dual-income couples, the private insurance premium is in general lower than the payroll tax. More important, private insurance offers better coverage.

Even though it only has a 10 percent market share, private insurance is a highly effective competitive fringe. Its lower premiums and better service attract the young high-income earners. Since this group typically also has low health expenditures, the public system is threatened by the loss of its most profitable clients. It can only keep them by not letting the service gap become too wide.

For example, 15 years ago, computer tomography was only covered by the public system in exceptional circumstances, whereas the private system covered its use for even routine diagnosis. Under competitive pressure, the public system added CT scanners. When complaints of a service gap get louder, the public system, fearing the loss of high-income and low-cost members, is forced to expand its coverage. Then the public system can negotiate lower fees, because it can argue that the investment is already considered a sunk cost.

In this way the private system in effect finances the introduction of a new technology. It is estimated that the German private health system subsidizes the public system to the tune of €8.5 billion, or about 7 percent of its cost.

“Even though it only has a 10 percent market share, private insurance is a highly effective competitive fringe.”
Due to this pioneering role of the private system, there is faster and higher penetration of new medical technology in Germany when compared with pure public systems such as the UK’s NHS (see Figure 1). In turn, better coverage means higher satisfaction, but it also makes the German public system more expensive.

As in most countries, health care expenditures in Germany have been rising above the rate of inflation. In 1980, health expenditures in the public system were €43.9 billion, rising to €77.5 billion by 1991 (West Germany). For united Germany they were €88.7 billion in 1991, rising to €134.9 billion by 2005. This represents an increase of 52 percent between 1991 and 2005, or 3 percent on average per annum—50 percent more than the rate of inflation during that period.

**Figure 1: CT Scanners**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD HEALTH DATA 2006

**What’s Wrong with the German System and Why.** The German government and business community have become increasingly concerned about the payroll tax because it raises labor costs and makes German labor uncompetitive compared to low-wage countries. The high German unemployment rate of about 8.1 percent underlines this.\textsuperscript{11}

Over the last 30 years, one reform has followed the other, all with the goal of reducing health care expenditures and keeping the payroll tax from rising. None of these reforms achieved that, which is no surprise.

The fallacy of the welfare state is that the admirable goals of equity and universal access to health care are believed to require a unitary, standardized plan. Universal health coverage can be guaranteed only if it is publicly provided, the thinking goes.

But consider: Clothing, housing and food also fill basic needs. We do not want anyone to be without clothes, shelter or food. Yet those sectors are organized differently from health care. We do not have the government outfitter that issues the one-size-fits-all coat. We do not have the central quartermaster who provides standardized housing. Nor do we eat the same menu in the people’s canteen. For all these very basic needs, we let the market do the trick—and, as a society, we help the poor who cannot pay market prices so they can at least enjoy a minimum level.
Yet in the case of health care, many still believe that the goal of universal access requires a unitary plan with standardized benefits. In the German public health system, people cannot pick a lesser plan for a lower premium—such as a higher deductible or co-payment—in exchange for a lower premium, or choose less dental coverage in exchange for other options.

**Getting the Incentives Right and the Reforms Wrong.** A system that does not reward prudent restraint puts itself under permanent pressure because more and more will inevitably be demanded of it. In the face of unlimited demand, government should give individuals the freedom to choose among a wide range of health plans, from a minimum plan covering catastrophic health expenditures to fully comprehensive plans. At the same time, tax subsidies or vouchers would ensure the poor would also receive good health care.\(^\text{12}\)

Rather than following this bottom-up approach of empowering the consumer and letting him make choices, German health reforms have favored the top-down, interventionist approach. As the operator of the health supermarket, government never thought of moving the cashier from the entrance, and when the store ran out of money, suppliers were told they would have to restock empty shelves and, regardless of consumption, would only be paid a fixed sum per year (budget caps for doctors, hospitals and pharmaceuticals); access to the prized delicatessen (patented drugs) was restricted; sales consultants (pharmacists) were told to steer shoppers from beef to sausage as a cheaper alternative (aut idem rule); and all shoppers had to shoulder a minor co-pay that was tied to the volume, not value of what they took. They did not receive a discount in return.

The reforms originally took the form of seemingly moderate interventions, but have put Germany on the slippery slope towards socialized medicine. As reforms failed, the government stepped up the degree of command-and-control. The competitive fringe of private insurance still exists, but has now come under attack and may be undermined in the upcoming 2007 reform.

As an example of the effectiveness of past reform, we can look at the 11 major reforms since 1980 directed at lowering pharmaceutical expenditure (see Figure 2). The diagnosis is devastating: none of the 11 had any impact on expenditures after the first year. Seven out of 11 did not even have a positive impact on cost in the first year, and even in the four cases that showed a cost decrease in year one, this vanished in year two, often accompanied by above-average cost increases.\(^\text{13}\)

**Some Lessons from Germany.** The German health reform experience sadly shows that:

- There is stubborn refusal to adopt consumer-directed health reform, such as voluntary co-pays and deductibles, even though other countries (such as Switzerland) have shown their effectiveness.

- The failure of top-down, interventionist policies has been followed by an ever-higher degree of command-and-control.

- As reform fails, guilt is used to justify further interventionist steps. Doctors and pharmacists are held in high esteem and therefore spared; but their anonymous organizations or pharmaceutical companies and private insurance are singled out as villains.

- Top-down reforms consisting of budget caps, price controls and mandatory rather than voluntary co-pays yield no lasting impact.
The last point deserves further comment. In the case of centralized health care, patients or care providers will try to find ways to work around onerous measures in order to minimize their sacrifice. The fact that, in the German reforms, the cost-dampening effects never materialized or were at best of a temporary nature and evaporated after a year shows that patients and providers find out fast how to work around them. This is no surprise. A dictate is a singular policy, and the learning curve for working around them can be steep and short.

**The Difference Consumers Make.** The learning curve in the case of a consumer-directed measure is quite different, flat at first: Patients and providers will also seek to optimize their gain. But given options to choose from instead of a singular solution, this takes longer, since they have to understand and weigh the alternatives before deciding on the one best for them.
Often, they wait until others go ahead and then learn from their experience. Therefore, market-driven policies often have only a moderate immediate impact; the real impact unfolds in the medium and long term. They require patience—which may be one reason why politicians are hesitant to rely on them.

An example is the introduction of private pension accounts in Germany (Riester-Rente) that, despite generous government subsidies, were off to a slow start in the first year and were then, prematurely, considered a failure; now, they are one of the hottest selling pension products.

Likewise, in the United States, Health Savings Accounts did not march to the top of the charts immediately after introduction in January of 2004, but are continuing to grow in popularity. This suggests that thorough information and better dissemination of information can help consumers to move up the learning curve faster, pointing to what might be an effective role for government in the health care system.

End Notes
1. At exchange rate of $1.267 per 1 Euro.
2. Pensioners pay the payroll tax on the basis of their pensions; for the unemployed, the unemployment agency pays the payroll tax based on unemployment benefits.
3. There were 253 sickness funds as of July 2006, reduced from 1,209 in 1991; more mergers are expected.
4. The payroll taxes in 2006 vary from 12.7 to 15.5 percent. The differences reflect age and income differences, substantial differences in administrative costs, and also divergencies in the risk structures (morbidity etc.) of the insurance pools to the extent that a risk equalization scheme does not fully adjust for that. Members can switch funds every 18 months or whenever rates are raised.
5. U.S. dollars at purchasing power parities; source: OECD Health Data 2006.
6. The Clinton health plan of 1993/1994 was, essentially, a copy of the German plan. Fortunately, some people took a closer look and were able to dispel the myth.
7. Originally, the opt-out income level was identical to the contribution limit for the health payroll tax that itself was set at 75 percent of the contribution limit for the pension payroll tax. The opt-out limit had been raised in order to make it more difficult to leave the public system. Since private insurance charges an actuarially calculated premium, age and number of insured dependents are important factors. With the contribution limit at its current level, not many young and single people can opt now.
8. Once an insured has opted out for private insurance, he cannot return to the public system, making young people planning for a family hesitant to leave the public system.
9. Fringe competition is especially forceful when the elasticity of substitution is high, as is the case here for those qualified to opt out of the public system. Market share alone does not confer monopoly power.
10. There are many other examples that demonstrate that it is the fringe competition from the private side that drives quality improvements in the German public health system. The German public, however, is not concerned about the underlying causes; they are content when the public system's coverage level does not fall too much behind the private system and notions of "two-class medicine" are kept in check.
13. The 1997 decrease cannot be counted as a second-year benefit of the 1996 reform; it is the first-year effect of the 1997 reform. Alternatively, one could look at all health reform measures, not only those directed at pharmaceuticals, and contrast them against total health expenditures. But this yields an even harsher judgment. We think it is better to restrict the comparison to one segment of health expenditures, pharmaceuticals, because measures to cut total health expenditures could be outweighed by other, cost-increasing developments unconnected to policy.

Wilfried Prewo is the CEO of Hannover Chamber of Industry and Commerce and a board member of the Centre for the New Europe.
Britain: Determined to Depend Solely on Tax Funding

By Stephen Pollard

There are two ways of looking at the Labour government’s reforms to the National Health Service: the glass is either half full or half empty. To take the glass-half-full approach, reform has been bold and far in excess of anything imagined even under the Conservatives.

The largest NHS union, Unison, has just organized a one-day strike by workers employed in NHS Logistics, the (state-run) organization that is responsible for, as it describes itself, “the physical supply of goods required for health care.” Its workers are outraged that the government has announced that a 10-year contract for such work has been awarded to a private firm, DHL. As the union’s head of health, Karen Jennings, put it, “Staff across the NHS will be watching this privatization deal, which will be viewed by many as symbolic of what is to come.”

One can but hope.

The Evolution of the NHS. After nearly 10 years of Labour government, it is easy to forget just how much things have changed. When Labour first took office, its then-Health Secretary, Frank Dobson, pledged to abolish the Conservatives’ internal market reforms.

His first policy statement did not even mention the private sector. He forbade local NHS authorities from cooperating with the private sector other than in the most straitened circumstances. And he went out of his way to demonize any health care not provided through and by the state. (Some parts of the NHS had, for historical reasons, always been privately provided, such as opticians, pharmacists, general practice and some specialist mental health services. Labour had no plans to turn that clock back.)

With his departure, the new Health Secretary, Alan Milburn, took a more realistic and less ideological approach. The publication of the NHS Plan in July 2000 was, in this context, revolutionary.

Indeed, his agreement of a “Concordat” with the private sector, which was explicit about the need for cooperation between the two sectors, was unprecedented in NHS politics. Even Baroness Thatcher had shied away from contracting out the provision of services to private providers. Milburn, however, took the view that where the NHS was incapable of meeting demand, it should turn to private suppliers.

The change in policy was driven more by failure than any great intellectual conversion. That, such as it was, came later. Labour had been elected on a pledge to cut waiting lists and waiting times. But they were, for many areas, rising. In desperation, the government turned to the private sector.

Enter the Private Sector. But all of this was still about utilizing spare capacity in the private sector—a common sense arrangement which only the most ideologically driven could oppose. Using spare capacity in the private sector was one thing; building new private capacity, for the NHS’s use, was, however, quite another.
That further shift occurred in 2002, when a capacity-planning exercise by the Department of Health showed the need for faster treatment and greater supply in areas such as cataract and hip replacement surgery, where there were still long waits. The decision was taken to open up the tendering for the provision of new units, to be called Diagnostic and Treatment Centres, to the private sector. The first privately run treatment centre opened in October 2003. To date, 34 such contracts have been awarded.

In effect, the story of Labour’s health policy has been a giant step backwards, followed by years spent returning to the status quo ante of 1997, followed by ever-greater contracting out of services to the private sector.

Private provision is, however, responsible for only a tiny proportion of the NHS’s output. The latest figures (to mid-2005) show that so far just 16,000 patients have been treated in private-sector treatment centers out of a total of some 5.5 million non-emergency operations. That said, so far the government has contracted with the independent sector to do a future 460,000 operations, and the trend is clearly towards still greater expansion. In February 2005, for example, diagnostic services worth £1 billion were put out to bid.

Reliance Solely on Tax Funding. There is, however, a “glass half-empty” view which is, I would argue, even more compelling than the ‘half-full’ analysis. Labour’s policy amounts to spending as much money as it possibly can, making the delivery of NHS services more efficient through contracting out many aspects, and…er, that’s it. Labour remains wholly committed to an exclusively tax-funded health care system, explicitly ruling out any other method.

Tony Blair, for instance, is as pro-market, pro-choice and pro-profit as any Labour leader could conceivably be, but when it comes to the provision of health care, he is in many senses as antediluvian as any of his Labour colleagues.

Blair’s belief is as solid as his likely successor, Gordon Brown’s—that not only is tax funded health care the only truly efficient form of funding; it is also the most, if not the only, morally decent basis for the provision of services.

In a seminal speech in 2003 to the Cass Business School, Brown outlined just this view, arguing that it was not merely funding which should be provided through the state, but provision, too: “The very same reason which leads us to the case for public funding of health care on efficiency as well as equity grounds also leads us to the case for public provision of health care.”

So when Mr. Brown, amidst a great hoo-ha, set up an inquiry designed, as its terms of reference put it, to “identify the key factors which will determine the financial and other resources required to ensure that the NHS can provide a publicly funded, comprehensive, high quality service,” it found that—quelle surprise—only the NHS model was capable of providing a publicly funded, comprehensive, high quality service. As the then Leader of the Opposition put it in response: ask a Labour question and you get a Labour answer.

The inquiry found that “no other system would deliver a given amount of care cheaper.” That is a moot point. But it is, more importantly, also the wrong point—which is to have a system that is capable of delivering the amount of care which is demanded and for which people are prepared to pay.
**Spending Spree.** Labour began its spending spree in January 2000 with an announcement by Tony Blair on a breakfast TV interview that UK state health spending would rise to the European Union average. But the rationale behind this was misconceived. By the end of the first slice of extra spending, in 2003-4, health spending in Britain had indeed risen, to 7.6 percent of GDP, compared with an EU average of 8.9 percent.

But in terms of spending on health care financed through taxation, Britain was anyway spending almost the same (about 0.1 percent of GDP less) as its EU neighbors. The reason why the total level of health care spending in Britain was 1.3 percent of GDP less than in its EU neighbors was that where private spending in Britain is negligible, elsewhere in the EU it is substantial. So Labour was committing itself to spending vast sums of tax revenue to bridge a shortfall which elsewhere was accounted for by private spending.

But Labour had already ruled out from the start anything which addressed the real question: Should Britain do what the majority of European systems did not, and close that spending gap by increasing taxes to pay for the ever-greater amounts of public money which would be needed to do so? Or was there a better way to fund—and run—a health system than taxation alone?

**Lessons from Britain.** The best way of thinking about Labour’s health care policies is as a controlled experiment. For the first time, the NHS has been getting the money its defenders have always said it needed to work (although that is a moving target, since even with the new levels of spending—way in excess of anything that was ever demanded by the NHS boosters—the argument continues that it is underfunded).

At vast expense to taxpayers, the UK has been testing—perhaps to financial destruction—the ideological starting point that tax funding is the critical element in an efficient health care system.

The figures suggest that the answer is clear. As the think tank Reform puts it:

> Spending on the NHS has increased at an unprecedented level—doubling since 1997 (in cash terms) and due to increase a further third by 2008—but on all appropriate measures productivity has declined. The Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit and the OECD have both found falling productivity of up to 20 per cent since 1997. …The Office of National Statistics produced new figures in 2004 which confirmed falling productivity of up to 1 percent per year since 1997. The new estimate drew on 1,700 different categories of NHS output, covering over three-quarters of all NHS activity.

**Conclusion.** The lesson for U.S. reformers is clear. Do not listen to the perennial siren voices which call for a single-payer system in the U.S. It would be the ultimate irony if, at the very time when a Labour government is doing its best to grapple with the deleterious consequences of such a system in the UK…the U.S. were to embrace such a fundamentally flawed model.

“It would be the ultimate irony if, at the very time when a Labour government is doing its best to grapple with the deleterious consequences of such a system in the UK…the U.S. were to embrace such a fundamentally flawed model.”

*Stephen Pollard is a senior fellow at the Centre for the New Europe, in Brussels, where he runs the Health Unit.*
Swiss Health Care: A Clockwork Model that Fails to Keep Promises

By Alphonse Crespo, M.D.

Switzerland’s pluralist social health care system stems from constitutional articles voted in 1890 guaranteeing access to adequate health care for all. This goal was achieved by a delicate blend of social insurance, private enterprise, oligopoly and competition in which the government played a subsidiary role and where wide autonomy was left to the cantons. Limited government intrusion, strong and innovative health industries, reputable medical schools and a market economy spared by two world wars gave quality care to all levels of society for many decades.

The Promise Denied. But efforts for health care reform that began in 1960, pushed for an increased regulatory and redistributive function of the state. Social-democratic reformers finally got their way in 1994 with the creation of the Federal Law of Insurance against Sickness (LAMal), which established compulsory insurance and appointed insurance providers with wide regulatory powers.

These changes were supposed to increase the efficiency of care while at the same time controlling costs. LAMal entailed a shift of authority away from the cantons and towards federal policymakers. Switzerland’s current preoccupation with “EU-compatibility” has accelerated the trend towards central planning, regulation and control. Instead of improving the Swiss health care system, this has adversely affected costs and quality.

Expenditure, Financing and Resources. Switzerland spent 3.5 percent of GDP on health care in 1950.¹ This percentage increased to 11.6 percent by 2004, significantly more than other major European countries and second only to the United States. The health sector employs more than 450,000 people and is currently worth some U.S. $40.4 billion.

Cantons and the federal government directly finance approximately 25 percent of total spending, social insurance covers 35 percent, and supplementary insurance and contributions from private institutions account for 10 percent. The rest is met from out-of-pocket payments.

After mandatory deductibles that range from U.S.$242 to U.S.$2,022 per year, depending on premium options, patients pay for 10 percent of ambulatory care costs. Parliament is considering raising this to 20 percent. Co-payments for original drugs have already been capped at 20 percent when equivalent generics are available. Co-payments for hospital care are being discussed.

Switzerland has about the same density of physicians and number of acute hospital beds per capita as its neighbors. In 2001, however, it counted more MRI scanners per million inhabitants (12.9/million) than France (2.6/million) or the U.S. (8.1/million), but trailed Japan (23.2/million).²

The private hospital sector, open to citizens with supplementary insurance or to wealthy foreign patients, remains very active and offered 0.7 beds per 1000 population in 2000 (an increase of 17 percent from 1998). Compared to other European nations, Switzerland still provides a high standard of care. Health policy planners contend, however, that the Swiss system has too many hospitals, doctors and equipment.
The Hospital Sector. Hospitals are evenly financed by basic insurance and government subsidies. Parliament is currently discussing a single-payer model, i.e., either government or insurance. Withdrawal of state financing rarely implies withdrawal of state control; privatization of public hospitals is not part of the agenda.

Between 1998 and 2000, the number of public hospital beds was hammered down by 6 percent through forced mergers of regional hospitals, closure of acute care units and the centralization of high technology. The downgrading of regional hospitals creates inequities in access to care. Patients from small towns or from alpine valleys are often bounced from one local hospital to another before receiving appropriate care. In many instances, ambulances have come to replace elevators as a means of transfer from one specialty unit to another. Waiting lists for surgery in university hospitals also have increased.

Regulators have targeted average lengths of stay in acute care hospitals. These have been cut down from 12.9 days in 2000 to 9 days in 2004. Present reimbursement scales encourage outpatient surgery despite higher risks and lower patient comfort, while low fees for demanding procedures (linked to longer stays in the hospital) dissuade surgeons from performing heavy elective surgery.

Some local health authorities have begun to outsource surgery to neighbouring countries. This attempt to confront local providers with “foreign competition” remains anecdotal and looks more like tapping into the subsidized resources of European neighbours than letting market competition enter the game.

The Physician Sector. Doctor density doubled between 1950 and 2000. Switzerland now has approximately 25,000 doctors, 55 percent of whom are in private practice. In 2002, the federal government suspended the opening of private medical offices. This drastic measure circumvents constitutional rights, and stems from the erroneous assumption that costs are tied to the number of practicing physicians.

The Swiss Observatory of Healthcare demonstrated in 2002 that visits to doctors’ offices were unrelated to GP density. This has not stopped the federal authorities from extending the ban to 2008. All this achieves is shifting primary care from doctors’ offices to costlier public hospitals.

In 2004, after long negotiations between the medical professional association (FMH) and the insurance cartel, cantonal fee rates were replaced by a unified time-based fee scale (TARMED) designed to upgrade “intellectual work.” The “neutrality of costs” clause that was part of the deal involved drastic downgrading of fees for technical procedures. The new tariff has had no effects other than to create:

- Recurrent haggling between doctors, doctor associations, hospital administrators and third-party payers;
- Longer waiting lists for more complex elective surgery linked to fees that barely meet overhead; and
- Bewildered patients who are now charged by the minute for “intellectual services” that inevitably include small talk.

Repeated exposure to strong-armed regulatory measures has sapped the morale of the medical profession. Their frustrations climaxed in an unprecedented demonstration that brought 12,000 protesting doctors onto the streets of Bern early in 2006.

“Health policy planners contend, however, that the Swiss system has too many hospitals, doctors and equipment.”
The Pharmaceutical Sector. The inter-cantonal regulatory body in charge of certifying pharmaceutical products (OICM) and the Unit for Therapeutic Agents from the Federal Office for Public Health, fused in 2002 to create Swissmedic. This central agency for therapeutic products is entrusted with tasks that range from the certification of condoms to drafting laws and standards of surveillance and closely follows norms set by the European Economic Commission bureaucracies.

Incentives designed to push the prescription of generics at the expense of brand name drugs have lowered spending on medication. The sale of generics increased by more than 55 percent during the first semester of 2006, worth some U.S.$205 million. This effort is hurting pharmaceutical industries that invest in research. The trend will predictably affect the development of new drugs, slow down advances in curative medicine and ultimately increase the costs generated by disease.

Possibilities for Reform. Political reform in Switzerland hinges on a complex consultation process aimed at consensus. The dice in health care, however, are heavily loaded. A substantial number of parliamentarians are linked to the administration of social insurance funds and weigh heavily on the decision-making process. Doris Leuthard, former president of the Christian-Democratic party and a prominent member of the board of directors of Switzerland’s second largest sickness fund, is Switzerland’s new Minister of the Economy. In contrast, there are currently no more than five practicing physicians in Parliament, two of whom come from socialist and communist factions.

A constitutional initiative launched in 2004 by trade unions and the socialist party called for a single national insurance provider and for insurance premiums pegged to personal income. This proposal that would abolish some 90 existing sickness funds was rejected by Parliament, but the issue will be taken to referendum vote in 2007. Deep public dissatisfaction with sickness funds and current polls reflect a readiness to accept a single insurance provider as a lesser evil.

Assessment of the Swiss System Today. Despite Swiss meticulousness, regulation has failed to live up to expectations.

- It has not curbed costs;
- Health insurance premiums have become a burden for most families; and
- Cost containment measures have constricted hospital infrastructure and constrained medical activity with worrisome effects on quality and accessibility.

Since 1890, Switzerland has incrementally moved health care away from the market. This process, however, is no longer working and its rhetoric is becoming as exhausted as its purse. Terms such as “competition” or “freedom to contract” are no longer taboo, even though they are still severely misused.

Although they cannot match the boosts to innovation that would come from lighter regulation, partnerships between public institutions and private industry are stimulating research. Recent policy suggestions aimed at separating health care (to be left to the free market) from sickness care (where government intervention is deemed desirable) open new inroads. Federal Health Minister Pascal Couchepin now recognizes that the health care sector creates jobs, that its growth responds to the evolution of modern society and that its costs should be seen as investments!

“This process, however, is no longer working and its rhetoric is becoming as exhausted as its purse.”
**Conclusion.** The belief that government can fix fundamental flaws in regulated health care systems has yet to come to terms with reality. Copying the failing social experiments from Europe or Canada will not help the United States. Health Saving Accounts, risk related insurance, voluntary pooling and private or corporate philanthropy will address sickness care far more efficiently and adequately than any system based on public financing and bureaucratic regulation. Yet such laissez-faire solutions remain anathema to most health care policymakers. This is not surprising. While a truly free market enhances autonomy and personal responsibility, it also reduces waste and drives bureaucracies out of business.

**End Notes**


---

*Dr. Alphonse Crespo is a research director of the Institut Constant de Rebecque in Lausanne, Switzerland.*

“While a truly free market enhances autonomy and personal responsibility, it also reduces waste and drives bureaucracies out of business.”
Sweden: Losing Faith in Top-Down Regulation

By Fredrik Erixon

As in every other country in the developed world, health care expenditure in Sweden has increased rapidly in recent years. In real terms, health spending rose by 4.2 percent per year in the last five years; estimates suggest even faster growth in expenditures in the next decades, primarily due to demographic changes and technological factors.

- People are living longer (and require more health care);
- The dependency ratio is deteriorating (Sweden already has a significantly higher share of the population above age 80 than other OECD countries, and the ratio will increase even further in the next two decades); and
- Technological developments are expanding the range and quality of available treatment.

Combine these with today’s more demanding health care consumer, and the upward pressure on costs is irresistible.

Getting Older Is Good, but Expensive. Figure 1 illustrates future demographic change in Sweden: In 15 years the number of people above the age of 65 will have grown by nearly 500,000, while the number of people of working age will grow by less than 200,000. Because of Sweden’s expensive system for caring for seniors, annual expenditure growth is likely to be above 6 percent from 2010 to 2020.

“Swedish health care is a top-down, bureaucratic system that lives and breathes through the cost containment and rationing paradigm. That is why the system fears increasing life expectancy…”

This is all very bad news for Sweden’s fiscal well-being. Swedish health care is a top-down, bureaucratic system that lives and breathes through the cost containment and rationing paradigm. It is a model that bears little resemblance to a normal market. That is why the system fears increasing life expectancy, even though it is obviously a good thing for the population.
The Top-Down Regulatory Model. The policy ambitions of the Swedish health care model are many. It aims to deliver the best available health care to all. In addition, Swedish politicians view the health care system as a tool of industrial policy, hoping that it will stimulate domestic investment in pharmaceutical and health technology research.

To fulfil these ambitions, the health care system is modelled on the following assumptions:

- Health care is planned by politically controlled bodies and largely carried out by publicly owned hospitals and health care centers.
- Health care is mainly funded by the government. Private funding—by private insurers or out-of-pocket spending—accounts for a small part of total health expenditures. According to OECD estimates, 85 to 90 percent of all health expenditures are financed by taxes.
- Drugs are also funded by taxes. The Pharmaceutical Benefits Board, a political body, decides (based on health technology assessments) whether a particular medicine should be publicly reimbursed, and drugs (including non-prescription drugs such as aspirin) can only be purchased by patients in government-monopoly pharmacies.

In addition, Sweden is a great proponent of the potential of what is termed parallel trade (in other words, allowing or encouraging drug imports) to control spending on drugs. Prior to joining the European Union in 1995, Sweden allowed drug imports from all countries in the world, but now follows the EU regime of importing only from other EU countries.

This highly regulated and socialistic health care model is probably not surprising to an international observer. No country in the world has a higher tax burden than Sweden, and health care spending is one of the central features of most welfare states.

What is surprising, however, is that most Swedish observers, including the public sector trade unions, have essentially lost faith in this model and do not believe it can survive in its current form. This development offers some salutary lessons to the United States as it debates the future of its own health care system.

The Problems of Excessive Regulation. The Swedish health care model suffers from several structural problems.

Most obviously, it no longer delivers what it promises. It is difficult to get access to a doctor, especially if a patient has a condition that requires treatment by a specialist.

In a single-payer system based on taxes, there is a clear limit to the performance of health care. Health care supply is determined by available resources, and if the demand exceeds supply, patients will have to wait.

Figure 2 shows how this situation has worsened in Sweden. Now, fewer clinics are able to treat patients within three months, which is the state-defined limit, than in the early 1990s. In the early 1990s, 70 percent of clinics could perform a gallstone operation within three months; in 2002 only 10 percent could manage this.

These delays have a negative effect on fiscal policy: the longer a patient needs to queue for treatment, the longer the patient receives sickness benefits. These costs are often neglected in comparisons of health expenditures between countries.
Longer queues are only one symptom of the need to ration health care; an equally serious problem, economically and morally, is rationing of the kinds of treatments that can be paid for by taxes. As costs have increased, several County Councils, the organizational level of Swedish health care, have stopped financing treatments for non-malignant cancer and haemorrhoids, for example, unless the patient can pay out of pocket.

It is true that not all of these conditions are fatal, and it is a reasonable principle that taxes should not finance all health care. But is a system fair when it is effectively impossible to pay for additional health care insurance that can cover additional expenses? The only way to pay for it is out of pocket; in a country where one-third of the population lacks any savings at all, this implies a very inequitable health care system.

Second, the Swedish health care system is extremely unproductive. The number of doctors grew by 175 percent between 1975 and 2000, but during the same time the number of consultations per doctor per year declined from 2,024 to 909. A small part of this decline is explained by an increase of treatments that demand more of the physician's time, but the vast majority of the fall in productivity is due to an increasingly inefficient use of doctors. This trend continues. Measured as DRG per employee, labor productivity in public hospitals fell by 20 percent between 1998 and 2003.1

Third, the Swedish system is increasingly unable to pay for new medicines and new health care technology. As in most other OECD countries, the cost explosion in Swedish health care is often explained by increasing expenditures on medicines. It is true that the total cost for medicines has risen, but increasing total health care expenditures have very little to do with pharmaceuticals. The deterioration is rather explained by falling productivity and an organization of production that is increasingly occupied by bureaucracy and less by patient consultations.

Steps Toward Reform. The Swedish health care sector is in need of reform. Actually, reforms have already started, but most proceed much too slowly. However, some reforms have improved health care significantly.
Many primary health care centers have been privatized and are much more productive than the public health care centers. Some hospitals, primarily in the Stockholm and Gothenburg regions, have also been privatized with the same result. Despite getting less compensation per case, these hospitals produce more health care than public hospitals and are the only hospitals in Sweden where productivity has improved. Such changes in the organization of production are bound to continue in the next decade.

It is also obvious that future increases in health care expenditures must come from other sources than taxes. If Sweden continues with current policies, fewer treatments will be covered by the public health care insurance and the comparative quality of health care will further deteriorate.

The financing of health care is also associated with Sweden’s industrial ambitions. Sweden is still home to several pharmaceutical and biotech companies. Pharmaceutical exports have increased rapidly in recent years, and Sweden generally performs better than other European countries in terms of research, innovation and patents.

But Sweden is losing ground here as well. Highly innovative phases in research and development of new medicines, for example, are increasingly moving abroad. As in many other European countries, the emigration of innovation is partly due to a lack of funding in the health care system; companies are less inclined to stay at home if their new products cannot be introduced in the market because they are too expensive for the health care system.

Some in Sweden believe increased parallel trade is a “magic bullet” that will solve our health care funding problems. But no serious observer believes this to be the case. The cost explosion is mainly due to deteriorating productivity and the organization of health care production.

Furthermore, Sweden already imports parallel-traded medicines from the southern member states of the EU—primarily Greece, Spain and France. The market value for parallel-traded imports, as a share of the total pharmaceutical market, is nearly 12 percent (up from 1.9 percent in 1997), but the effect on prices has been minimal.

**Conclusion.** Sweden is taking steps toward expanding private sector options in health care delivery. Progress is slow, but it’s a start. However, the pharmaceuticals sector has been marginalized because of price controls, and has a long way to go if Sweden wants to want to turn it into an economic powerhouse.

**End Note**

1. Diagnosis related groups (DRG) is a system for compensating hospitals for their work. Every treatment is categorised in a DRG and the County Council allocates a specific compensation for every DRG point produced by a hospital.

Fredrik Erixon is the director of the European Centre for International Political Economy.
Why Canadians Pay Less for Drugs than Americans

By Brian Lee Crowley

The prices of patented (that is, brand-name) prescription drugs usually are lower in Canada than in the United States. Many people think the reason is price controls. While price controls do have a role, that role is largely marginal compared to other factors, especially differences in standards of living between the two countries and legal liability issues.

How Government Prices Drugs. The prices for patented medicines (broadly defined as prescription pharmaceuticals) in Canada are controlled federally by the Patented Medicine Prices Review Board (PMPRB). It uses international price benchmarking to regulate Canadian prices, in effect creating price ceilings. The Canadian price for new products cannot be more than the average price of the seven international “peers” the PMPRB uses as the reference group. Although it is one of the wealthiest countries, in 2003 Canadian prices for patented medicines were about 5 percent below the international median.

There is reason to debate whether the ceilings are in fact binding, and whether prices would be any higher in the absence of regulation. More important, the PMPRB does not control the retail price of drugs. Rather, it regulates what has been called the “factory gate price” of drugs, the price the manufacturer charges the wholesaler at the first stage of the marketing chain. The wholesale and retail markups are left to the market.

This is not to say that government regulation is never the determining factor behind drug prices. It is widely accepted that Canadian pricing rules are the reason the prices of generic drugs are noticeably higher in Canada than they are in the U.S., where competition keeps prices lower. While the price of patented drugs is generally higher in the U.S. than in the rest of the world, once drugs come off patent, American consumers generally get a better price than the rest of the world.

In addition to federally regulated prices, provincial governments, which deliver most health care services in Canada, have a number of policies that affect prices. All provinces provide drugs for a large share of their population, generally seniors and those on low incomes. Here the control mechanism revolves around the provincial formulary, the list of drugs approved for reimbursement by the province. Although people not covered by the provincial drug plans are free to buy outside the formulary, in practice being off the formulary means that a drug cannot really penetrate the provincial market to any significant extent. Moreover, the province will become a bulk purchaser of many of the drugs on the formulary (for hospitals, etc.), giving it extra leverage on cost.

Provinces negotiate hard with drug companies on the price they will reimburse before approving a medication for the formulary. This means that the negotiations on price are not normal market negotiations, because the provinces hold the “hammer” of controlling access to that essential listing on the provincial formulary. In Ontario, Canada’s largest province, a price freeze has been in effect since 1994 on pharmaceuticals on the formulary.

Thus the different forms of government intervention certainly play a role in the differences in drug costs between Canada and the U.S., but differences in standards of living between the two countries and legal liability issues play even larger roles.
Different Living Standards Mean Different Prices. The standard of living used to be quite comparable in the U.S. and Canada, but Canada’s has been falling relative to the U.S. for several years. Today the average Canadian has a standard of living that on some measurements is 20 to 30 percent lower than the average American. That variation has consequences for this discussion. To understand why, we have to talk about what economists call price discrimination.

Basically, firms sell their product in different markets, and charge different prices on the basis of local market conditions. When a firm sells its product in two different markets, so long as those markets are separate, the firm will calculate a unique profit-maximizing price for each market. The general rule is that the price will be higher in the market where consumers are less sensitive to prices (i.e., the amount they buy will be less influenced by the price they pay). Low-income markets tend to be more price-sensitive, so prices will tend to be lower in those markets, so long as separation of the markets can be maintained.

There is no doubt that one of the major explanations of drug price differentials between our two countries is market separation to reflect the fact that Canadians cannot pay as much as Americans for their drugs. From an economic point of view, this makes perfect sense. Every separate market will have a profit-maximizing price that represents that market’s maximum sustainable contribution to the R&D effort of the pharmaceutical industry, as well as covering the hard costs of producing the actual medicines consumed.5

Note something very important: If a company is selling at a high price in a well-off market and a lower price in a less well-off market, and if separation of the markets ends so they find themselves having to charge the same price in both markets, both the company and at least one set of consumers will be made worse off as a result.

Problems with the U.S. Legal Systems. The last major factor that explains cross-border price differentials is the U.S. legal system. That system has a significant, and probably harmful, impact on the U.S. market for prescription drugs. Drug companies are favorite targets for American trial lawyers. Drug companies are not unique in this, of course. The entire U.S. health sector is a feeding ground for trial lawyers.

While the possibility exists to have jury trials in Canada for civil cases, they tend to be extremely rare, and judges tend to be more demanding on evidence and less forthcoming on “redistributive” damages than U.S. juries. The U.S. legal system in effect imposes a huge tax on pharmaceuticals that Canadians do not have to pay.

Richard Manning (1997) looked at the role played by American liability rulings on the difference in pharmaceutical prices between Canada and the United States. He concluded, “A large part of the observed variation in the price differential is attributable to anticipated liability cost, and liability effects explain virtually all the very big price differences observed. The best prediction of the model is that in this data set, liability risk roughly doubles the average price differential and increases the median price differential by about one-third.”6

Rest assured that U.S. trial lawyers are clever and inventive enough to find a way to use the country’s legal system to impose some of those liability costs on Canadian suppliers of drugs that have crossed the border, with predictable effects on prices.

So the evidence shows that the price differential between Canada and the U.S. is driven chiefly by market forces (in the form of market separation) plus the costs of U.S. product liability

“[The legal] system has a significant, and probably harmful, impact on the U.S. market for prescription drugs.”
policies. Canadian government price controls explain considerably less of the differential, but the precise proportions are a matter for further research.

The Hidden Cost of Government Regulation. But while almost all of the discussion about drug prices centers on how Canadians benefit over Americans, you should know that Canadians also pay a price—a big one.

One of the most important things to understand about the way pharmaceuticals work in Canada vs. the U.S. is not how government intervention influences pricing, but how it affects the behavior of the industry, investment and innovation. This is the great hidden cost of Canada’s system.

In a paper published in 2004 by Roger Martin of the University of Toronto and James Milway of the Institute for Competitiveness and Prosperity, the authors examined the biopharmaceutical sector in Toronto, which because of the presence of many high quality factors of production in that sector, should be a North American leader in R&D and innovation in pharmaceuticals. Instead it lags well behind its peers.

Why? The authors found that:

[O]n a per capita basis, Ontarians spend about three-quarters of their U.S. counterparts on drugs ($512 in Ontario v. $674 in the United States). While many applaud this, it represents a public policy choice. We have lower prices, but the lack of a sophisticated buying process means a less well developed cluster and reduced innovation and upgrading from our impressive factors conditions. The single dominant buyer in the process in Ontario differs from the process in the United States—one with multiple buyers who are both demanding and sophisticated as a result of the pressure placed upon them by the end consumer, who is more educated and has multiple choices of health care providers and a system that is less restrictive at the state level.7

The outcome is that Canada produces pharmaceutical inventions at half the rate of the U.S., and Canada’s per capita investment in R&D is one of the lowest in the developed world. R&D investment in Canada grew 13.5 percent annually, compared to 32.5 percent in the U.S.

Meanwhile, average wages in Ontario’s biopharma cluster are 38 percent lower than in the largest U.S. states. Clearly, government’s role as a dominant buyer of drugs and, to a limited extent, price controls squeeze pharmaceutical company profitability. R&D and production activities will, in a globalized pharmaceutical industry, be transferred to the jurisdictions where the greatest post-tax profits can be generated, and that in turn generates investment in R&D effort that, in its turn, generates new discoveries, production, R&D and so forth. The U.S. has created a virtuous circle in this regard, Canada a vicious one.

Rationing by Regulation. Government procurement practices do not simply reduce price; dominant-buyer conditions also reduce availability of new products. To contain costs, government has implemented mechanisms to limit reimbursement of new drugs: restrictive drug formularies.

Ontario has one of the most restrictive provincial drug formularies, with only 35 percent of new drugs launched between 1997 and 2002, versus 59 percent of new drugs listed in Quebec, one of the least restrictive provinces. This is in spite of the fact that research shows that new drugs tend to be more effective and have fewer side effects on average than the older
drugs that they displace. Further, the price freeze that has been in effect since 1994 not only limits industry revenue, but also affects prices for new products brought to market. By limiting the number of new innovative treatments that are reimbursed, the government’s “silo mentality” is in effect raising total health care expenditures by focusing solely on the price of the drug listed at the expense of the total cost of treatment per patient.

**Intersystem Failures.** One thing that's clear from the literature is that, properly used, pharmaceuticals can not only improve health outcomes at higher cost, they can also reduce the cost of attaining current outcomes. This is clearest in a few fields—AIDS, for example, and cardiovascular diseases—but we can reasonably expect it to extend in the not too distant future to diseases such as cancer. In many ways the biggest obstacle to efficient drug use is the fact that the costs and benefits of better pharmaceutical use don't necessarily fall on the same groups. If the drug and hospital budgets remain strictly separated, new drugs which increase pharmaceutical expenditure but reduce hospital costs impose costs on the drug budget and yield benefits for the hospital budget, but unless some of the savings can be transferred over to the drug budget, a strict limit on drug expenditure can thwart efforts to cut costs.

**Conclusion.** To get Canadian pharmaceutical prices in the U.S., the U.S. must cut its standard of living by 20 to 30 percent. The U.S. must reform its ludicrous product liability laws. And pharmaceutical industry profits must be squeezed through price controls and dominant-purchaser policies, thus causing lower levels of pharmaceutical investment and innovation—getting cheaper prices for medicines already discovered at the cost of prolonged pain and suffering for victims of diseases we cannot yet cure or control. And patient access to the latest and best medicines must be restricted in order to keep costs low.

Basically, everybody loses, or at the very least nobody wins.

**End Notes**

1. This paper draws heavily on work by two AIMS Fellows: Brian Ferguson and Julia Witt, as well as the 1994 paper by Roger Martin and James Milway summarizing their work on the Toronto biopharmaceutical cluster for the Institute for Competitiveness and Prosperity. Naturally, however, I remain responsible for any errors of fact or interpretation.


3. When drugs are being paid for by provincial government plans, the allowable markup and dispensing fee will be specified.


---

*Brian Lee Crowley is president of the Atlantic Institute for Market Studies, a public policy think tank based in Halifax, NS.*
The Dangers of Limiting Drug Choice: Lessons from Germany

By Valentin Petkantchin, Ph.D.

Faced with rapidly increasing costs in their public health care systems, the governments of most OECD countries have responded in two ways: first, by trying to reduce patient demand for health care, and second, by regulating the prices of providers of health care services.

So far, the U.S. has shrunk from imitating such European-style policies. Nevertheless, there is pressure to impose, for instance, government controls on drug prices, or to implement “incentive pricing”—which would be similar to German-style reference pricing—by a monopoly Pharmaceutical Benefit Manager serving Medicare beneficiaries.1

The European Experience. The results of drug cost containment measures in European countries have transferred costs to other parts of the health care system (e.g., more visits to physicians, more hospitals admissions, etc.) and to patients who have to continue contributing to mandatory health care regimes.

When such measures are considered under a system of private competitive insurance, they have to pass the “market test” to gain the approval of the insured who can decide to switch to another insurer. But in European-style public health insurance, the insured has no choice and cannot escape such measures, even if the drugs turn out to be harmful to patient health.

The case of Germany merits closer inspection, as it has two policies that are particularly inimical to patient choice and pharmaceutical innovation: reference pricing and spending caps on physicians.

German Reference Pricing. The principle of reference pricing (RP) is simple: Drugs which are judged by an insurer to be substitutable or interchangeable are classified in therapeutic classes, and a reimbursement ceiling is unilaterally set up for the whole class, generally equivalent to the lowest or the median price in the group.

If a patient needs a drug whose price is under or equivalent to the reimbursement level, the drug is fully covered by the insurer (with an option for co-payment). But if the patient needs a drug that is more expensive than the reference price, he must pay the entire difference. This difference depends on the price of each particular drug and may in some cases turn out to be very expensive. Reference pricing is thus a means of limiting coverage for more expensive drugs and may potentially be a source of important drug-related savings for sickness funds.

Criteria for classifying drugs are defined by bureaucratic bodies. It is possible to create groups with only bioequivalent drugs, i.e., containing the same active substance; so-called generic referencing, or Type 1 RP. Such reference pricing is already used by public and private insurers in the U.S.

But German-style RP goes beyond this by creating two additional groups:

- Type 2 RP, non-bioequivalent drugs that are chemically or pharmacologically similar, and
- Type 3 RP, non-bioequivalent drugs that can be completely different chemically but are used to treat the same conditions or symptoms.
By definition, Type 1 RP always includes a branded drug with an expired patent and its generic copies. In contrast, Type 2 and Type 3 can contain patented and generic drugs in the same group (jumbo groups).

Sickness funds of Statutory Health Insurance (SHI) in Germany—a government-backed monopoly covering about 90 percent of the population—were the first insurer group to implement reference pricing comprehensively, beginning in 1989. Netherlands followed in 1991 and New Zealand in 1993. France, Italy and British Columbia (Canada), among others, also rely more or less on RP.

The RP system in Germany is mandatory for the SHI insurance funds. Types 1, 2 and 3 were implemented between 1989 and 1993. Patented drugs were initially supposed to be covered by the RP system, but reform in 1996 exempted all drugs patented after 1995. However, since the implementation of the Health Modernization Act in 2004, any patented drug can again be submitted to the RP. The German RP system has thus entered a new phase by constituting jumbo groups.

**Reference Pricing’s Impact on Patient Choice and Innovation.** First, “substitutability” among drugs and reference prices are established by the SHI. With regards to Type 1 RP, the risk for patients is low because drugs are legally required to be bioequivalent.

But for groups under Type 2 and Type 3 RP, drugs are not perfectly interchangeable from a medical point of view. Because sickness funds are always striving to reduce expenditures, there is a bias towards larger groups even though the drugs may turn out not to be similar from the patient’s perspective. Unfortunately, the German patient does not have the option of changing his insurer if he does not consider that the drugs available under reference pricing represent an optimal coverage.

Such lack of insurance choice and bias towards larger groups have become more problematic since the 2004 reforms, when new patented drugs—whose prices tend to be above RP levels—were put in the same classes and were judged similar to drugs invented many decades previously.

Second, RP may put patients’ health at risk, and may require more visits to the physician or hospital, or necessitate taking additional drugs. As a group of New Zealand specialists have put it:

> It is a tenet in the teaching of therapeutics not to rock the boat. If a drug is working for the patient, make an alteration only with good reason. Changing from one drug to another in the same class at assumed equivalent doses should not be undertaken lightly. It is likely to result in therapeutic failure in some patients (through under-dosage), appearance of new side effects in others (through over-dosage, or particular drug idiosyncrasies), and drug interactions with varied effects in others.2

Again, in a private competitive market, insurers are pressured into taking those risks properly into account because unsatisfied patients can “vote with their feet,” but this is clearly not the case with SHI in Germany. Regulation delivers it a captive market, obliging the patients to unquestioningly accept the inconveniences of RP.

Finally, RP may have a large impact on innovation because it discriminates against more expensive drugs, among which one can generally find new or recently patented drugs. In fact,
if the German government wanted just to limit public drug expenditures, it would have been much less distorting for innovation to reduce reimbursement levels in the same proportion across all drugs.

SHI finances almost 90 percent of the prescription drug market in Germany. By putting pressure on prices, German-style therapeutic reference pricing is reducing returns on innovation and incentives to reinvest in R&D. It also undermines the process of incremental innovation, in which gradual improvements are made to already existing drugs.

The use of RP in Germany (the third largest market in world, after the U.S. and Japan) has contributed to the trend for pharmaceutical companies to transfer their R&D activities away from Europe to the U.S. As one EU report puts it: “To a considerable extent, the European (competitiveness) problem derives from the deterioration of the German and Italian performance.” The German reforms of 2004 exacerbated this situation.

**Spending Caps on Physicians’ Prescriptions.** The second cost containment measure—which complemented the RP system in Germany—was the imposition of spending caps on physicians between 1993 and 2002, which limited their ability to prescribe drugs.

Physicians were made financially accountable through penalties if SHI drug expenditures were above a certain limit in a given year. In 2002, spending caps were replaced by a similar system which controls physicians’ prescription behavior.

“Spending caps in Germany thus contributed to an increase of nearly 10 percent in the referral rate...”

Such drastic cost containment measures have a large impact on SHI drug expenditures. For example, when caps were first imposed and after taking into account the rate of inflation, SHI drug expenditures fell by nearly 16 percent in 1993. But these policies also have negative unintended consequences and may even increase expenditures for other health care resources.

Many physicians can decide simply to refer their patients to specialists or even to hospitals just to obtain drugs and to avoid overspending their own drug budgets. Spending caps in Germany thus contributed to an increase of nearly 10 percent in the referral rate to other physicians and to the hospital admission rate in the first seven months of 1993. The results of spending caps consequently are not only more spending for physicians and hospitals, but also costs in terms of wasted time for patients.

These cost-containment policies may also artificially contribute to the under-utilization of drugs. In a 2002 German study, one example of such under-utilization concerned asthma drugs, with only one-third of the 4 million German asthma sufferers being treated with any medicine at all, and far fewer being adequately treated. This all placed extra costs on the wider health care system.

Further examples included bronchitis, with only 50 to 60 percent of patients receiving the correct treatment, and sufferers of high cholesterol, with 74 percent of patients receiving no statins, increasing cardiovascular and heart-related risks.

Simply curbing drug expenditures thus may turn out to be counterproductive, because patients end up costing the public health system far more than if they had been given newer, more appropriate drugs in the first place.

**Conclusion.** The German experience shows that it is risky to bureaucratically lower drug expenditures by limiting patient choice and transferring the costs to the insured who are still
forced to pay into the monopoly SHI. Such monopolies don’t have to pass the “market test” and thus can easily implement policies that run against patients’ preferences. It is therefore extremely important to return market choice to the insured and to allow competition among insurers to provide it.\textsuperscript{7}

In the end, U.S. government officials should think twice before deciding to implement extensive European-style mandatory public drug coverage and its cost containment counterparts, instead of relying more on patient choice with market-based health insurance and individual responsibility to cover its costs.

End Notes
- This article is based on a comprehensive study of German reference pricing, which is in the process of publication and which was realized jointly by the Center for the New Europe and Institut Economique Molinari.
7. Patricia Danzon has, for example, observed in the U.S. case that it would be better to rely on competition among different PBMs instead of a monopoly PBM with German-style RP where bureaucrats design the classification scheme for drugs and set reference prices. See « Pharmaceutical Benefit Management: an alternative approach,” Health Affairs, Volume 19, Number 3, March/April 2000.

Valentin Petkantchin is a researcher at the Institut Economique Molinari.
The Effect of Price Controls on Drug Innovation in Italy

By Alberto Mingardi

The debate in the United States on drug reimportation from Canada has highlighted some significant and sometimes uncomfortable facts: The American patient spends some 60 percent more on drugs than the average European.

Drugs are cheaper in Europe as a result of a wide range of government pricing and distribution interventions. But these interventions are beginning to have an impact on the other side of the Atlantic. The American allegiance to the free market (notwithstanding a strong regulatory regime by the Food and Drug Administration) has given the pharmaceutical industry the revenue it needs to reinvest in expensive research. This state of affairs is possible because of the sheer size of the U.S. prescription drug market, which, at $126 billion a year, is many multiples bigger than the next biggest markets of Japan and Germany, valued at $53 billion and $20 billion, respectively.

Obviously, this difference in profitability has undermined Europe’s ability to develop new and innovative drugs. In 1990, European drug companies were outspending their American counterparts on R&D by around $5 billion to $8 billion. By 2000, the gap was $17 billion to $24 billion in favor of American drug companies. Thus the future of innovative research is uniquely sensitive to every decision made by the U.S. government.

"European countries are free-riding off the American patient, and that process may ultimately prove to be unsustainable."

European Free-Rider Problem. European countries are free-riding off the American patient, and that process may ultimately prove to be unsustainable. The drug price controls in force in almost every OECD economy threaten the ability of the U.S. pharmaceutical industry to keep delivering new medicines.

Partly because of the perception that drugs are overly expensive in the U.S. compared to price-controlled European drugs, there is pressure in the U.S. to adopt certain aspects of European-style socialized medicine. This prospect of a “globalization” of socialized medicine would exacerbate the current situation in which Europe is content to live off the American goose’s golden egg. Considering that in 1998, 33 of the best-selling drugs were of American origin, it is clear that the future of innovative drug research depends on that goose. The danger is that if the United States goes further down the European legislative route, that overworked goose might lay her last egg.

(Bad) Lessons from Italy. One has to look no further than Italy for a concrete demonstration of the deleterious effects of socialized medicine on innovation. The roots of this problem can be traced back to the fact that the Italian market for pharmaceutical products is distorted by monopsony. A monopsony is where there is only one buyer for a commodity or service, which can therefore use its market power to determine prices to its advantage.

The Italian National Survey of Drugs Use reports that on average, 60 percent of all drugs are reimbursed by the state health system, with the remainder being privately bought. Being the primary buyer of drugs gives the government a disproportionate bargaining power, allowing it to dictate the very boundaries of the market itself. Conferred such powers, the Italian government has inevitably turned to price controls.
(Bad) Lessons from Price Controls. At first glance, it is difficult to argue against price controls. After all, what can be wrong with having cheaper medicines? However, very few people are able to connect the dots and realize how price controls contribute to Europeans’ lack of access to innovative care. The European “social model” is therefore strenuously backed by its proponents, but they are unable to see its lack of sustainability.

Social health care is unsustainable for several reasons. First, demand for health care is growing, largely caused by the demographic shift towards an older population. By way of illustration, total Italian health care spending grew by 68 percent between 1995 and 2003, from €48.14 billion to €80.86 billion. Cash-strapped European countries struggle to keep this health care spending under control. However, trying to keep health care spending in check involves limiting current spending, which affects health workers and hospitals. Understandably, this is politically difficult. The former threatens the support of health care workers for politicians. The latter can affect the local popularity of politicians and limit their chances of re-election. Neither is palatable to politicians with short-term electoral horizons.

Politicians therefore prefer to cut drug spending, often by imposing price caps and thereby asking the pharmaceutical industry to foot part of the bill. This satisfies the special-interest groups within the health care system, and imposes costs only on the pharmaceutical industry, whose workforce is electorally negligible (in Italy, it only has some 84,000 employees). Moreover, the current international regulatory scene allows governments to play this game in the expectation that the American market will continue to support the research efforts of the pharmaceutical industry.

It is certainly the case that drug spending has been tightly controlled in Italy. In 2004, total Italian public health spending was between €86 billion and €87 billion, of which drugs consumed less than €12 billion. The population has been aging rapidly—in the last 20 years the percentage of over-65 year olds grew from 13.1 percent to 18.4 percent—but the share of spending on drugs as a percentage of total GDP in Italy grew far more slowly, creeping up from 0.65 percent in 1980 to only 0.85 percent today. This must be viewed in the context of the fact that the over-65s consume four times more medicines than the rest of the population.

Moreover, the pharmaceutical spending is limited by a cap of 13 percent of total health spending (which in turn amounts to 6.5 percent of GDP). When the value added tax (VAT) is factored in, the spending is only 11.8 percent.

This ceiling on drug spending is arbitrary. First of all, it smacks of hypocrisy (other spending items are not capped at all). Second, it effectively rules out the possibility that a newer, more expensive drug might be preferable to expensive and lengthy hospital treatment. The price ceiling, therefore, does not equate to a saving in relation to total health care spending, but only in relation to drug spending.

The Need for Solutions. There is, therefore, a need to devise solutions that can contain health care spending while not undermining pharmaceutical innovation. Although the ideal would be to radically reform the welfare state, giving more ownership of health care spending to individuals, this is some way off. In the meantime, is it possible to develop less intrusive and punitive regulation?

The spending-ceiling approach is no longer feasible. Drug prices in Italy are already among the lowest in Europe (24 percent below the average) and decreased by 1 percent in 2004 and by a further 5 percent in 2005. There are a number of improvements that take into account not so much the total price, but its makeup instead. Italy is different from other countries

“Although the ideal would be to radically reform the welfare state, giving more ownership of health care spending to individuals, this is some way off. In the meantime, is it possible to develop less intrusive and punitive regulation?”
that impose price controls in that it has a higher burden of VAT on the price of drugs, and higher distribution costs.

With regards to nonrepayable drugs, 6.65 percent of the price (net of VAT) goes to the distribution agent, while 26.7 percent goes to the retailer. In this way, more than a third of the price (net of VAT) goes to actors who simply distribute products that others have developed and manufactured.

In July 2006, the Italian government passed a bold reform that will allow supermarkets to breach the monopoly of drugstores and start selling nonprescription drugs. This should produce big savings for consumers, estimated to be around 15 to 20 percent of a drug's price. The reduction of distribution costs would lower—by a marginal, but not negligible, measure—the impact of pharmaceutical expenditure, providing a window of opportunity in the next few years.

Reforming Is Coming, But . . . The Italian government seems to be determined to walk this line. However, it is clear that capped pharmaceutical expenditure goes hand in hand with a lot of easily foreseeable side effects.

For the sake of spending less, the government will limit the availability of new drugs, with obvious repercussions on patients’ welfare. The benefits of the monopsony system in keeping prices down are outweighed by the lack of supply of innovative products. No wonder a recent survey of Italian patients’ groups found that over 50 percent of them feel there is a need for more precise and frequent information on newer treatments and drugs. But they stand little chance of receiving this information while the national health service dominates the supply of drugs.

Alberto Mingardi is the director of the Instituto Bruno Leoni in Rome, Italy.
What Can U.S. Health Care Reformers Learn from Europe?

By Johan Hjertqvist

The Euro Health Consumer Index (EHCI) is the only benchmark tool that compares European health care systems from the consumer’s point of view. It measures to what extent 26 national systems have a consumer-oriented design regarding consumer rights, access to information, waiting times, treatment outcomes, systems generosity, and access to medicines.

The index is compiled by the Health Consumer Powerhouse, the leading European provider of consumer information on health care. This chapter focuses on consumerism, competition and transparency around Europe, highlighting areas of success to see what lessons can be learned by the U.S.

Problems in the EU Systems. Our 2006 analysis reveals a generally weak consumer position, as demonstrated by a selection of EHCI indicators:

- A patient ombudsman supervises only one out of four European national health care systems. In only two out of five countries do patients have the clear right to a second opinion. Half of the surveyed health systems do not automatically grant patients the right to access their medical records.

- Only one country (the UK) offers a table of all service providers. Only three countries encourage consumer education about medication by providing what the EHCI calls “a layman-adapted pharmacopoeia” (i.e., understandable information about medication, with listed side effects).

- In five out of six countries, access to new cancer drugs is a “post-code lottery,” where new drugs may be available only in parts of the system or not at all.

- Around Europe, half a dozen countries excel in rapid access to services. In France, Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg and Switzerland there are no queues. But in general, Europe does not give its patients rapid access to care; in three out of four countries patients cannot be sure of having cancer treatment within three weeks.

- In half of the 26 national systems, a patient cannot directly consult with a medical specialist. A referral from a general practitioner is first required.

The aim of the Index is to empower consumers to use the full potential of their health care system. Judging from the fact the Index has been downloaded more than 100,000 times, European health care consumers clearly are interested.

But Some Areas Are Improving. We are very optimistic about the future—but it will require strong consumer pressure to change attitudes and performance. Benchmark information is vital to driving this development so consumers, payers, providers, governments and other stakeholders can see how their own health care system is performing relative to others.

Our analysis has set in motion an awareness of reform in many European Union countries and the European Commission. There is a slow, ongoing systems shift in Europe from:
• Global budgets to pay-for-performance;
• Negligence to assessment of outcomes (with national bodies for quality control);
• Public to private ownership of hospitals; and
• Treatment close to patients’ home to cross-border mobility;

In many of the areas highlighted by the EHCI, there are noticeable improvements, such as shorter waiting times, better access to medical records, health advice help-desks, and patient rights legislation.

Unfortunately, there is also a shift from wide choice of medication to various restrictions on prescriptions.

**Different Countries, Different Care.** National indices that rank regions according to overall performance as well as specific illness groups (www.vardkonsumentindex.se, www.diabetesindex.se) suggest large variations within each country. Our Swedish analyses, for example, reveal that medical guidelines on diabetes care are interpreted quite differently in one region compared to another. In breast cancer therapy, access to life-saving medication might be a post-code lottery. Here the impact of European reference pricing policies represents a risk in many countries, as they effectively keep newer pharmaceuticals out of range.

**Lessons for the U.S.** So what can the U.S. learn from the current European situation and reforms?

• Our indices and research suggest that pluralism among payers and service providers produces the best outcomes. Monopoly systems have many drawbacks.

• We find a significant link between compulsory referrals to general practitioners (GPs) and long waiting lists. The need for “gate-keeping” creates queues. The official justification for gatekeepers is that it reduces costs. But there is no evidence to support this assertion; systems with direct access to specialists are no more costly than others.

• There is a harmful lack of health care information around Europe. Worse, there is still a lack of movement towards creating information solutions that would improve transparency, benchmarks and competition. People die while waiting—but the exact numbers and the true costs of poor access, malpractice or delayed introduction of new medicines are not available to the public. Where health care information is concerned, the U.S. is far ahead of Europe!

Health consumerism challenges the traditional European ideals of solidarity and equality, but is impossible to neglect. European governments and the EU must take action to meet the challenges of demographic change, global competition and growing health care consumer mobility. In the field of health care policy, change is generally a top-down affair. In Germany, the Great Coalition is united in the need for reform but deeply divided over the details. Italy is now in the process of a radical regionalization of health care, giving rise to new challenges and options. The UK has chosen its strategy and moves steadily on, but not without setbacks. France has a stable system, which no politicians seem ready to take on.
Few of these steps will go far enough in the right direction. Consumers’ desire for choice and empowerment is far stronger than many governments realize. I cannot imagine any sustainable health care reform around the world that does not take into account:

- The patient’s radical transformation from supplicant into a demanding consumer.
- The need to involve the consumer as a partner in care.
- The need for “health care self-management.”
- Financial incentives and instruments that balance consumer demand with responsibilities.

**Monopolies No; Choice Yes.** The most important lessons from Europe are that monopolies serve consumers badly; that top-down reform is inefficient and difficult; that government action can conflict with the priorities of the consumer who currently has little room to complain; and that a lack of health care information and communication always is harmful—to individuals as well as systems!

*Johan Hjertqvist is the president of Health Consumer Powerhouse.*
The Institute for Policy Innovation (IPI) is a non-profit, non-partisan educational organization founded in 1987. IPI’s purposes are to conduct research, aid development, and widely promote innovative and nonpartisan solutions to today’s public policy problems. IPI is a public foundation, and is supported wholly by contributions from individuals, businesses, and other non-profit foundations. IPI neither solicits nor accepts contributions from any government agency.

IPI’s focus is on developing new approaches to governing that harness the strengths of individual choice, limited government, and free markets. IPI emphasizes getting its studies into the hands of the press and policy makers so that the ideas they contain can be applied to the challenges facing U.S. today.

The International Policy Network (IPN) is a non-governmental, educational and non-partisan organization whose mission is to encourage better public understanding of the role of the institutions of the free society in social and economic development. IPN achieves this goal by interacting with thinkers and commentators in many countries and across many disciplines.

IPN conducts, commissions and disseminates research, directly and indirectly with partner organizations, in the realms of health, environment, trade and development. IPN hopes that as a result of its programs, individuals will be better able to achieve their aspirations, regardless of race, color, creed, nationality or human condition.

The Galen Institute, Inc., is a not-for-profit, free-market research organization devoted exclusively to health policy. It was founded in 1995 to promote a more informed public debate over individual freedom, consumer choice, competition, and diversity in the health sector.

The Galen Institute works on public policy ideas that: allow consumers to choose their own doctors, encourage research and innovation to find more cures and better treatments for illnesses, provide broader access to new and better medical treatments and reduce costs based upon competition, not price control.